Accompanied by the rise of plasmonic materials beyond those based on noble metals and the development of advanced materials processing techniques, it is important to understand the plasmonic behavior of materials with large-scale inhomogeneity (such as gradient permittivity materials) because they cannot be modeled simply as scatterers. In this paper, we theoretically analyze the excitation and propagation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) on a planar interface between a homogeneous dielectric and a material with a gradient of negative permittivity. We demonstrate the following: (i) free-space propagating waves and surface waves can be coupled by a gradient negative-permittivity material and (ii) the coupling can be enhanced if the material permittivity variation is suitably designed. This theory is then verified by numerical simulations. A direct application of this theory, 'rainbow trapping', is also proposed, considering a realistic design based on doped indium antimonide. This theory may lead to various applications, such as ultracompact spectroscopy and dynamically controllable generation of SPPs.
INTRODUCTION
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are bound electromagnetic waves propagating at a dielectric-metal interface with exponential field decay normal to the interface 1 . Because of SPPs' capability of deep subwavelength confinement and enhancement of the electric field as well as high sensitivity to the permittivity of the surrounding media, SPPs have been used in numerous applications, including sensing 2,3 , imaging 4 , subwavelength aperture transmission 5, 6 , nanophoton detectors 7, 8 , nanoscale optical trapping 9, 10 and optical nonlinearities 11, 12 .
Extensive applications of SPPs demand convenient and controllable methods for coupling light in free space to SPPs. Beyond random surface roughness 13 or fluctuations in an electron gas 14 , structured surfaces are typically used to compensate for the mismatched momentum of SPPs and free-space light. Efficient excitation of SPPs has been achieved with specially designed structures, such as metallic gratings 15 and nanoslits 16 .
With the rise of non-conventional plasmonic materials, such as transparent conductive oxides and heavily doped semiconductors [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , it has become possible to precisely control the permittivity distribution, thereby enabling new approaches for the excitation of SPPs. Conventionally, small fluctuations of permittivity have been considered as perturbations 14, 25 or scatterers 26 . However, materials with large-scale inhomogeneity, such as gradient permittivity materials, cannot be modeled as simple scatterers. In this paper, we show theoretically that the excitation and propagation of SPPs can be realized at a non-structured planar interface between a homogeneous dielectric and a gradient negative-permittivity material (GNM). With the development of advanced fabrication techniques, such as semiconductor doping 27 , electrical gating 23, 24 , optical pumping 28, 29 and metamaterials 30 , gradient permittivity materials can be readily obtained. Spatial gradients of permittivity can be achieved at various length scales, from deep subwavelength to the macroscopic scale. Excellent scalability and dynamic tunability of GNMs will lead to a new platform for plasmonics research and device applications. In this report, we also apply our theory to the realization of 'rainbow trapping' without surface patterning.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We divide our analysis into two parts: (i) the SPP propagation on a GNM; and (ii) the coupling of a free-space wave to a GNM surface.
We start by considering a surface wave propagating along the +x direction at the interface between two materials with distinct permittivities (ε m for zo0 and constant ε d for z40) as shown in Figure 1a . The y direction is assumed to be homogeneous. For constant negative ε m , i.e., a homogeneous metal, an SPP wave has been explicitly derived as a solution of Maxwell's equations 1 . In the inhomogeneous scenario, i.e., spatial variation of ε m along x, the wave equation must be modified.
We start from Maxwell's Equations, assuming a monochromatic transverse-magnetic (TM) polarized wave (H x = H z = 0, E y = 0) with angular frequency ω. Because materials are homogeneous along the z direction in each half space (z40 and zo0, respectively), we can write the magnetic field H y as:
where G(x) = H y (x, z = 0) describes the magnetic field at the interface; and k zd and k zm are the decay factors of the SPP in air and in the GNM, respectively. By applying the continuity conditions of the tangential fields (H y and E x ) on the interface (z = 0), we obtain:
See Supplementary Material 1 for derivation details. The above equation governs the behavior of the propagation of SPPs on the GNM. If ε m is also a constant, then Equation (2) is simplified to the form of:
GðxÞ ¼ 0 which is the standard form of an SPP. To study the behavior of an SPP between a homogeneous dielectric material and a GNM, we must solve Equations (1) and (2) to obtain G(x) and then derive H y , E x , E z and k zd . Without loss of generality, we set ε d = 1, corresponding to vacuum, and ε m ðxÞ ¼ tanhðaxÞ, where ε m,max (ε m,min ) is the maximum (minimum) permittivity in the GNM. The form of ε m following the tanh function is used to describe a realistic case when two semiconductors with different doping concentrations join together. The permittivity of a GNM is monotonically increasing from ε m,min to ε m,max along the +x direction. 'α' reflects the 'slope' of the tanh function in the region near x = 0, i.e., the larger α is, the faster ε m changes in the region near x = 0. We define the region where 0.999 ε m,min oε m (x)o1.001 ε m,max as the 'transition area'; thus, the width of the transition area is~4/α. Scatterers are preexcluded by setting such continuous permittivity functions over the whole interface to avoid their influence, similar to the procedure in the studies in refs 14 and 26. We choose free-space wavelength λ = 1 μm, ε m,max = − 2, ε m,min = − 10 and α = 2 × 10 6 m − 1 as an example case. The permittivity distribution of the GNM is shown by the red curve in Figure 1a . To demonstrate an SPP wave propagating from -∞ through the transition area towards +∞, we set boundary conditions at +∞ as ε m has no gradient, the solution of Equation (2) is
representing a normal SPP mode. When ε m is not a constant, there is no analytical solution for Equation (2), and we must then solve it numerically.
The existence of SPP modes on the GNM surface can be verified from its x component of electric field (E x ) and the decay factor of the SPP in air (k zd ). By plotting E x in Figure 1b , we notice that, outside the Excitation and propagation of SPPs on planar GNM X Wang et al transition area, the electric field behaves the same as conventional SPPs. Consistent with our knowledge 31 , the amplitude of E x in the ε m = -2 region is larger than that in the ε m = -10 region, indicating different concentrations of fields near the surface in the two regions.
In the transition area, however, a continuous gradient of phase and amplitude builds a non-abrupt connection between the two conventional SPPs.
The behavior of k zd shows the coupling of SPPs to free-space waves.
We plot k zd from equation k 2 zd ðxÞ ¼ Àðk
GðxÞ Þ. The real part of k zd (the blue curve in Figure 1c ) is as expected: it remains constant outside the transition area and increases continuously in the transition area. Meanwhile, the imaginary part of k zd (the red curve in Figure 1c ) shows a very important behavior: although the imaginary part of k zd is zero everywhere outside the transition area, it becomes negative in the transition area. In our definition in Equation (1), imaginary k zd denotes a propagation component in the z direction; thus, a negative value corresponds to a radiating wave towards the +z direction (in air). This radiating component implies that SPPs and free-space waves are coupled in the transition area. This coupling enables the excitation of SPPs via illumination of the transition region. In contrast, in the absence of a GNM, i.e., ε m is a constant negative value, the real part of k zd is a constant and the imaginary part of k zd remains zero everywhere.
In the following, we analyze the coupling mechanism of free-space light to an SPP on a GNM. We use a TM polarized plane wave to illuminate the GNM surface normally, under which circumstance the electric field is along the x direction and the magnetic field is along the y direction.
First, propagating wave illumination causes a single layer of electric dipoles to oscillate at the interface. Because the penetration length of the incident beam is much shorter than a wavelength in a negative permittivity material, this assumption is reasonable. Dipoles on the interface generate all spatial frequency components of the electromagnetic field. The radiating magnetic field of a single dipole located at x′ on the surface of a GNM has the form below:
where ε = 1+χ, and θ and j represent the elevation angle of the x axis and the azimuth angle in the y-z plane, respectively 32 . We obtain the spatial spectra of the magnetic field radiated by dipoles across the whole interface by conducting a Fourier transformation (k y is set to be zero because the electrons' response is uniform along the y axis): 
With our restriction p z = 0, |A| should be equivalent to a constant when k x changes. Thus, we can focus on the second factor:
Calculation of the integral as a function of k x gives the relative coefficient of the spatial frequency spectra shown in Figure 1d (Supplementary Material 2). Here, we are focusing on amplitudes of excited magnetic field components with |k x |4k 0 , which are evanescent along the z axis and recognized as surface wave components. These nonzero amplitudes indicate the existence of evanescent components, i.e., free space to SPP coupling occurs. In the absence of a GNM, i.e., the plane wave illuminating a homogeneous surface normally, the spatial frequency spectra is a delta function centered at k x = 0, indicating a purely reflected wave without any evanescent components. In addition, note that a higher rate of transition of the permittivity corresponds to the generation of stronger surface wave components. Because the plotted integral is an even function, the amplitudes of the excited surface wave components are equal in both the -x and +x directions.
The Due to the reversibility of light, we expect mutual conversion of SPPs and free-space propagating light. The dipole model we are using is reversible and can thus be used to explain coupling in both directions.
Generally, free-space propagating waves and surface waves can be coupled by a GNM, and the coupling can be enhanced if the material permittivity variation is suitably designed. In contrast, given uniform permittivity ε m , a free-space propagating wave cannot generate an SPP and a propagating SPP does not have a radiative component because of the homogeneity of the dipoles. With the tunability of nonconventional plasmonic materials, this new approach of coupling freespace light to SPP modes becomes possible. In the following section, we provide an example of such coupling based on full wave simulations.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulation
The excitation of an SPP by a free-space propagating wave is confirmed by numerical simulations performed on Comsol Multiphysics. We use the same simulation schematic and permittivity distribution described in Figure 1a . The width of the permittivity transition area is approximately 2 μm.
We illuminate the GNM from above (z40) using a TM-polarized Gaussian beam, with a 1-μm free-space wavelength and a 3-μm waist (the radius of the 1/e of the peak intensity), propagating perpendicularly to the surface. Figure 2a shows the electric field norm of the incident Gaussian beam without the GNM. For the above GNM example, Figure 2b shows the z component of an electric field (E z ). SPPs are clearly excited in the permittivity transition area and propagate along both the +x and -x directions. The E z distribution 1 nm above the GNM surface is plotted as a red curve in Figure 2c . On the +x side, the period of the SPP is 0.71 μm, corresponding to the
On the -x side, the period of the SPP is 0.95 μm, corresponding to the surface wave vector
These correspondences indicate that
Excitation and propagation of SPPs on planar GNM X Wang et al when these GNM-generated SPPs propagate outside the transition area, they are similar to SPPs in homogeneous materials. For GNMs with very small loss ε m,i = 0.05, the E z distribution is shown as the blue curve in Figure 2c . The electric field decays from the transition area to both sides. The permittivity distribution of the GNM is also plotted in Figure 2c for identification purposes. By adjusting the changing rate α in the transition area and comparing the excited SPPs for different values of α, as shown in Figure 2d , it is clear that the faster the permittivity changes in the transition area, the stronger the SPPs are excited, which is in agreement with our theory. We investigated the coupling efficiency by integrating the power flow of the whole incident Gaussian beam and the excited SPPs. This comparison is similar to the method used in the literature 34 . Our coupling efficiency is lower but comparable to that of the widely used nanoslit method (~1%). The coupling efficiencies of simulations shown in Figure 2d are 0.0007%, 0.04% and 0.2%, respectively. If we reduce the waist of the incident Gaussian beam to 1.5 μm, which is still realistic, the efficiencies increase to 0.002%, 0.09% and 0.44%, respectively. Unlike the higher efficiency end-fire coupling method, our method is nanofabrication free and may allow direct application due to the high compatibility with existing technologies.
We also emphasize that the new coupling mechanism in our design is not based on the adiabatic approximation. In an adiabatic system, no scattering/radiating components are present when an SPP is propagating along the surface. Reciprocity prevents the reversed coupling from free space to SPPs. Large adiabatic parameters
∂x ) promote coupling from free space to SPP components inside transition layers, but limit excited SPP components from propagating out of the transition layers. As a reference, the maximum adiabatic parameters for the simulations in Figure 2d are 0.04, 0.08 and 0.2, respectively. The propagation of SPPs in transition layers is not adiabatic, but quasi-adiabatic, which allows for a simultaneous coupling process.
Rainbow trapping
This theory provides a guideline to many applications, including rainbow trapping 35 , nanofocusing 36 , or selectively local illumination 37 . Here, we present our practical design of 'rainbow trapping' with this theory. 'Rainbow trapping' has been demonstrated experimentally by metallic grating structures of various sizes. In a single 'rainbow trapping' nanostructure, multiple wavelengths over a broad spectral range are simultaneously slowed and trapped at different positions 35, 38 . However, all current 'rainbow trapping' designs require external SPP generation or coupling methods, thereby increasing the complexity of the structure and causing higher dissipative losses during the additional propagation from the coupler to their primary nanostructures 39, 40 . In our theory, 'rainbow trapping' can be realized on a gradient negative-permittivity planar surface without any nanostructures. Here, because doping control in semiconductors has been thoroughly studied and has become a reliable technique, we use the semiconductor doping method as an example to produce a gradient permittivity material for demonstration purposes. Similar to the schematic shown in Figure 1a , we may epitaxially deposit a semiinfinite indium antimonide (InSb) layer with a doping density of n epi = 3 × 10 18 cm − 3 on a semi-infinite InSb substrate with a doping density of n sub = 1 × 10 18 cm − 3 . The actual local carrier density is not exactly the same as the dopant concentration, due to the diffusion of electrons. The thickness of the transition layer between the two InSb layers can be controlled during the epitaxial growth process by tuning the temperature of the dopant cell. The gradient-doped InSb is indeed a n-n + homojunction, where free carriers (electrons) diffuse from the n + side to the n side until equilibrium is established, thereby forming a carrier concentration gradient 41 . After epitaxial growth, the InSb wafer may be cleaved to form an ultra-flat surface. Assuming homogeneity in the y direction, the electron concentration n(x) is only dependent on its x coordinate. If the doping rate during the epitaxy process is carefully designed, then it is feasible to achieve an electron concentration distribution in the form of nðxÞ ¼ of InSb, where e is the electric charge, and m Ã is the effective mass of the electron (which is equal to 0.014 of the electron mass 44 ).
In our simulation model, the plasma frequency ω p changes with the electron concentration variation along the x direction. Taking into account Equation (3), we plot a series of 'local' dispersion curves of SPPs at different x positions using the conventional SPP equation
shown in Figure 3a (for simplicity of demonstration, we removed the imaginary part of ε InSb in the above results). Thus, different surface plasmon resonances are located at different x positions. Similar to our previous model, we simulated SPP generation and propagation by illuminating a Gaussian beam with a 30-μm waist size at normal incidence on the InSb sample. The center of the incident Gaussian beam is aligned to the center of the transition area.
If the illumination frequency is below f = 18.3 THz (ω = 1.15 × 10 14 rad s − 1 ), then there are only intersections with these dispersion curves at small k x values, as demonstrated by the 17.5 THz (ω = 1.1 × 10 14 rad s − 1 ) illumination case (black dashed line in Figure 3a) . Thus, for such illumination, SPPs can be generated and propagate towards both the -x and +x directions with a suitable decay factor, as shown in Figure 3b by plotting E z .
If the illumination frequency is between f = 18.3 and f = 32.2 THz (ω = 2.0 × 10 14 rad s − 1 ), as demonstrated by the 22 THz example (ω = 1.4 × 10 14 rad s − 1 , red dashed line in Figure 3a) , then there exists a specified x position (x 0 ), at which ε m = − ε d and the surface wave vector k x reaches its maximum point, corresponding to both the group velocity and phase velocity approaching zero. For all dispersion curves with xox 0 , there is no intersection with the red dotted line, i.e., no propagating SPP mode exists and the excited SPPs' components in the -x direction stop at the x 0 position. However, considering the finite loss given by the collision frequency of electrons, the group velocity of SPPs cannot reach zero, but slows down to 0.028 times light speed. Even considering this phenomenon, the electric field magnitude is strongly enhanced and localized in the nanoscale at that position, as shown in Figure 3c . We can define an enhancement factor as the ratio between the peak intensity of the localized spot and the peak intensity of the incident Gaussian beam. For the 22 THz beam incident on the InSb sample, the peak intensity is enhanced by~2000 times. If the illumination beam consists of multiple incident wavelengths, then we may have multiple zero velocity points at different positions, as shown in Figure 3d . This situation is the same as rainbow trapping and can directly enable wavelength sorting applications. An ultracompact spectrometer may be realized based on this phenomenon.
In addition to the semiconductor doping method, tunable carrier concentration control techniques are being developed. Electrical gating and optical pumping methods have shown the ability to provide Excitation and propagation of SPPs on planar GNM X Wang et al tunable carrier concentration gradients. However, such gradients are typically ignored or treated as abrupt changes in the literature 23, 24, 29 . By taking advantage of the gradient, our method provides a new opportunity to enable plasmonic applications of existing electronic junctions.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we theoretically analyzed the excitation and propagation of SPPs on a planar interface between a homogeneous dielectric and a GNM. This theory provides a new approach for the design of plasmonic devices and a new light coupling method for planar optical devices and circuits, potentially enabled by non-conventional plasmonic materials. Because industrial-scale complementary metal oxidesemiconductor techniques provide precise control of the carrier distribution, the light couplers and concentrators predicted by this theory can potentially be integrated into an electronic-photonic system on a single chip 45 . This theory is also beneficial for the development of novel 'rainbow trapping' devices, which can enable various potential applications, including ultracompact spectroscopy.
